
CONTEMPORARY SERIES



GTH  WALL MOUNT RANGE HOOD

- A wall mounted range hood with a compact and contemporary design

- Perfect for light to moderate cooking

- The K Series blower delivers 250 CFM (360 equivalent CFM) and is available 
 in a 36” width 

- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor 

- Only available in stainless steel

- 50-watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts 

- Fixed length stainless steel rail is standard on this model

Shown with duct cover, which is sold separately, and is available in standard and 
custom heights

For additional specification information, visit our website at www.ventahood.com 
(search model GTH) or call 1-800-331-2492

ZTH  WALL MOUNT RANGE HOOD

- A wall-mounted range hood with a glass front and depth of 24”

- Designed for use over most professional-style cooking equipment  

- The Magic Lung® blower system provides 600 CFM (900 equivalent CFM) in 36”, 42”, 
 and 48” widths and 900 CFM (1350 equivalent CFM) in a 54” width

- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor

- Only available in stainless steel  

- 50-watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts

- Fixed length stainless steel rail is standard on this model 

Shown with duct cover, which is sold separately, and is available in standard and 
custom heights  

For additional specification information, visit our website at www.ventahood.com  
(search model ZTH) or call 1-800-331-2492
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XLH12  WALL MOUNT RANGE HOOD

- A wall-mounted range hood that creates a “one-of-a-kind” statement in the kitchen

- Hood lip is available with brass, copper, stainless steel, or mirror stainless steel lip treatment  

- Finished round duct is sold separately and is available in standard and custom heights, with
 complementary round or square duct collars

- Alternatively, square duct cover is sold separately in standard and custom heights 

- The Magic Lung® blower system provides 600 CFM (900 equivalent CFM) in 30” and 36” widths  

- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor 

- Only available in stainless steel  

- 50-watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts  

Shown with fi nished round duct, which is sold separately in standard and custom heights and 
round duct collars, also sold separately

For additional specifi cation information, visit our website at www.ventahood.com 
(search model XLH12) or call 1-800-331-2492

CWLH9  WALL MOUNT RANGE HOOD

- A wall-mounted range hood offering a multi-layered visual effect

- The Magic Lung® blower system provides 300 CFM (450 CFM equivalent) in 30”, 36”, 42”, and  
 48” widths, 600 CFM (900 CFM equivalent) in 36”, 42”, and 48” widths, 900 CFM (1350 CFM  
 equivalent) in 54” and 60” widths, and 1200 CFM (1800 CFM equivalent) in 60” and 66” widths.  
 Custom widths are also available

- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor  

- Available in popular paint colors and stainless steel fi nishes.  

- 50-watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts

- Stainless steel galley rail is standard on this model

Shown with duct cover that is sold separately in standard and custom heights 

For additional specifi cation information, visit our website at www.ventahood.com
(search model CWLH 9) or call 1-800-331-2492
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CILH9  ISLAND RANGE HOOD

- An island range hood with a multi-layered visual effect

- The Magic Lung® blower system provides 600 CFM (900 CFM equivalent) in 42”, 48”,   
  and 54” widths and 1200 CFM (1800 CFM equivalent) in 60” and 66” widths. Custom 
  widths are also available  

- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor  

- Available in popular paint colors and stainless steel fi nishes   

- 50-watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts  

- Stainless steel galley rail is standard on this model

Shown with duct cover that is sold separately in standard and custom heights

For additional specifi cation information, visit our website at www.ventahood.com 
(search model CILH9) or call 1-800-331-2492

IZTH  ISLAND RANGE HOOD

- An island range hood with a glass front and depth of 30” that is designed for use over  
 most professional-style cooking equipment  

- The Magic Lung® blower system provides 600 CFM (900 equivalent CFM) in 42” and  
 48” widths and 1200 CFM (1800 equivalent CFM) in 54”, 60”, and 66” widths

- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor

- Available only in stainless steel  

- 50-watt halogen lights  feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts  

- Fixed length stainless steel rail is standard on this model

Shown with duct cover that is sold separately in standard and custom heights

For additional specifi cation information, visit our website at  www.ventahood.com
(search model IZTH) or call 1-800-331-2492
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CONTEMPORARY SERIES

The new Contemporary Series clearly demonstrates this commitment. The models contained 
within this catalog combine the performance of the unique Magic Lung® blower technology  
with distinctive hood styles that are designed to complement today’s contemporary kitchen. 

For more information on Vent-A-Hood® products visit www.ventahood.com
or call 800-331-2492

For over 70 years, Vent-A-Hood has utilized the unique Magic Lung® blower 
technology in its residential range hoods.  The blower is widely regarded as 
being the most powerful, quietest, most effi cient, and easiest-to-clean on 
the market today.

Did you know that Vent-A-Hood is also well known for its commitment to 
balancing form and function? 


